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It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Share your
vehicle reviews. Did you get a good deal? Be sure to come back and share! Edmunds
Moderator. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. Are you in the market for a
new car and having a hard time finding affordable options? Sylvia Posts: 1, May in Volkswagen.
Volkswagen adds a drop-top to its product mix. We take a sneak peek at the upcoming Concept
C. May Can't wait to see if AWD's eventually a potential option on the C. Probably too early to
find out anyone have the scoop? Today's VW's are awesome. I loved my Too bad I totaled both
of them Side airbags and of course side curtain bags saved my neck, literally. And aside from
annoyances like the Check Engine light when nothing's wrong with my current A4, no
complaints. Of course I'm sure reliability's a concern if we're buying rather than leasing I'd be a
lot more comfortable with a Japanese car after, say 60K miles, but then there's nothing like this
new VW out there, yet. Though I know, I know, with all the options we're looking at more than
the supposed 30 grand base. Still, even a USED Lexus SC costs a whole lot more, and has no
useable backseats and it's due for an update soon ; not to mention the fact that RWD just won't
cut it here in the North East, unless you're financially able to have a 2nd vehicle. What else, the
Benz SLK? Overpriced, and Benz reliability? Doesn't get much worse; plus, way too small, 2
passenger only and umm, trunk please? What do my fellow auto fanatics think? I would love to
see it with AWD. However, I also don't want it to be a porker like the TT Quattro. Talk about
making the criteria fit the product. Benz's reliability is a problem, but VW's isn't? Actually it
does get much worse The SLK is a roadster not a coupe or sedan. If you want more trunk space
and more than two seats you aren't going to find it in a "roadster". I like the concept of a
hardtop convertible since I live in the snowbelt. I'm waiting to see the new version. The SLK,
being rear wheel drive is a non-starter. The VW looks promising I'm with you in hoping they
have AWD as an option. I understand that Volvo is also coming out with a hardtop convertible.
Anyone have information on that one? I dunno but it looks nice. I think this is one of the more
exciting designs for a four-seater convertible in a long time. The fact that it's top can open like a
sunroof too - very cool. I am surprised more people aren't as excited about this car as I am.
Since the press-to-date says it will be above the Passat in trim level - maybe some of the
features of the Phatom will make it into this car. I agree I would like to see AWD on it too. Other
features that I am hoping for are - climate-controlled seats, integrated MP3, park-distance
control. June Don't worry your not the only one. I put down a deposit with a VW dealer in March
as soon as I saw this fantastic concept in Autoexpress, no word on a production date yet so I
just sit waiting. And I was second in the dealer's queue! July And even better looking than in the
pictures. And we'll have it next year. PS: He said the roof disappears in only 8 seconds! August
Although I am really excited about this new Concept C convertible, I would like to see it have a
roll bar to keep insurance costs down. Does anyone know what type of features it might
include? Navigational system? Also, what colors??? I'm hoping someone can tell me WHY they
got rid of the popular Cabrio? Loved that car! If I could buy one tomorrow, I would! This car was
just brought to my attention today, and I am very excited about it! I love the idea of a hard top and all of the bells and whistles look nice too! I have a Cabrio and it has been super
dependable. I wished I could have a hybrid as my next car, but having another convertible
definalty takes presedence over that. Generally speaking, about how much deposit has to be
made to get in line for a car like this??? September Well, we all know this new convertible will
be called the Volkswagen Eos, so you can rename this discussion please? Interesting little car.
Looks like it and the new Volvo C70 will be direct competitors in many way. Now lets hope VW
does the right thing and puts the hp VR6 engine in this thing. Waiting for facts about the eros is
torture!!!!! Is it me or does anyone see any relation between the new jetta more than the passat?
Its cool looking but by how the "new: beetle is, I hope this car doesn't turn out to be a :lemon:.
Almost looks as if its the new generation cabrio thats just in time for a makeover and warm
welcome to vw's new image. Anyone have price guesses? Personally, I believe that would be a
hot seller. Greater than 40 mpg, with a drop top. The only question is, will VW allow you to load
up the options without the most powerful engine? I see most manufacturers do this. October
VW dealers still don't have a firm date but May has been mentioned. I'm going to be frugal and
get the 2. Will this name stick, or will VW go with a different name? The car looks production
ready to me. Hopefully reliability will improve. The name will stick. How many of these does VW
plan to sell each year? These new passat and jetta are selling faster than hotcakes!!! Personally
i believe vw is making a huge jump in sales. Just look at all the unfortunate people who bought
new beetles when they were intoduced. They should have waited at least a year after
production. Even the beetles are having problems and the price was increased. Maybe another
convertible won't be so bad I am in for one Anyone knows the US release date? November
Supposed to be released in North America in May The times are surprisingly high for the 2.

Upper 7 seconds I believe. Wonder what the curb weight is Sorry, this car is not doing it for me.
Yeah, it may be slow, but I still get comments on how great the car looks as far as design
:shades:. December I purchased a cabrio in right after seeing it displayed at the NY Auto Show.
It was built in Germany and it has been a great car. Many cars today only offer automatic trans
and small engine. The roof set up is interesting. I've had all the VW ragtops As stated in a prior
post, the '95 was German made and great The '99 was "Hencho E Mexico" and a piece of junk.
Don't even ask about the '03 New Beetle. After 3 years I manage to find even new things that
literally fall apart in my hands. Speakers popping out of the doors, 3 failed CD players, windows
that catch and tear the fabric roof with no factory fix I might add the roof has failed majorly 3
times as well, and now a mysterious electrical problem with the parking brake. Repairs take
twice as long as promised, with no call backs. I baby this sucker, and it sucks like a lemon.
VW's history here will be short if they don't address quality. This latest VW lemon will be my last
You can't woo me with good looking designs anymore. You've got to deliver, and frankly VW
does not. January The new c70 looks promising and is competition, as is the 07 ci, A4 and g6 a
good comparison test, hard top converts. So far, the eos is my favorite. This retracting hardtop
is apparently the wave of the future. It is in fact the Phaeton's last year as it has been officially
discontinued to poor sales. Did we expect anything else? The Eos is based primarily on the
Jetta platform I believe. February Even if it is the most basic beetle convertible it still felt very
modern compared to my old Cabriolet. I don't plan to purchase until after mid-year, but so far I
am probably going to purchase the Beetle over the EOS. It's not the leg room that would be a
problem I'm 5'6" , but the overall comfort of the seats. The Passat seats felt rock-hard to me,
and slippery. I couldn't sit in the Eos at the car show. It was up on a pedestal, so we could look,
sort of, couldn't see the interior very well , but couldn't sit or get close-up and personal. Guess
you were at the same show. I didn't sit in the Jetta or talk to anyone there very much. Demand:
who knows. Around here northern Virginia, MD and D. The local car columnist says he gets
more letters of complaint about service for VW than for any other brand around. The fact that
it's a hard-top convertible, and will be priced around the low to mid's from all reports , makes it
attractive. The Pontiac G6 will be cheaper, the Volvo more expensive, and then of course there's
a big jump to the Lexus. Anything priced around mid's will hit that sweet spot for a lot of people.
For looks, to me personally it didn't seem as stunning as the Volvo, and the back seats looked a
tight fit. But if you didn't really care about back-seat passengers, just needed it once in a while,
that might not be a major issue. Even got a demonstration of the top The car has decent room If
you have any issues, it may be with width I'm 6' and I was able to get the seats into a
comfortable position without issues.. Did you know that it has a full sliding sunroof? It's a
decent looking car. So far the VW site doesn't have a "configure it" option. Anyone know what
color combinations it will come in? I'm assuming it will have an automatic transmission option.
Only automatic Several articles I've read believe there will be 3 transmissions available- 6 speed
auto, 6 speed DSG auto , and 6 speed manual. Haven't yet found much else in the way of
options like colors but I hope they keep the blue that was on the show car. March I had to come
here to find out when its expected to release. Anyway, according to them, it will come with a
choice of the 2. If that's all true, I think I'll have to give this a serious look when it comes out. I'm
a Volvo fan and not really a VW person plus i think the volvo looks much better in the pics i've
seen of both , but the price difference between these two is just too great to ignore. Its really
going to depend on how they stack up pricewise once optioned out. I think I'd be leasing this
one, so the reliability factor doesn't bother me. For my purposes I am ignoring the exchange
rate and looking instead at the ratio of the price in euros to dollars for similar equipped VW
models if no direct comparison was available, I looked at the slightly worse equipped European
models to be as conservative as possible. I looked at all VW models. Each comparison showed
that for comparably equipped models the German cars cost more Euros than their USA
counterparts. Thus, Eos with a 2. Next I looked at a comparison of base models many of which
are far below what you can get in USA, making this an even more conservative estimate. The
worst ratio showed prices in dollars at 8. In just under on half the models the prices in dollars
were actually less. Adding this 8. Just guessing, though.. I should agree especially when i saw a
32k beetle. Since little information is being let out in my area about this car, i'm giving this neat
web sight i found to other unfortunate people. It also refers to the gti, passat wagon all vw
models. Just cut and paste. It will take you right to a site with 4 eos movies. It requires quick
time or windows media player. Fill me in on some information if possible. Good analysis, but the
2. The 2. April Did anyone see the computer systems Microsoft helped VW setup for some
models of the car. Here are the Eos monitor pics. Sounds pretty impressive. I wonder how much
those puppies will add. Although the internet won't work unless you are in the city hitting some
wifi hotspots no? Has wanted a VW for years and she has also wanted a convertiable too. I had
always managed to talk her out of both but now that VW has both in a hard top version I just

went ahead and showed it to her. I figure it will be much better then trying to talk her out of it
when she sees it for the first time. I think I could probably live with this particular VW
convertiable too. Was anyone sitting in the seat in front of him at the time? We just checked it
out at the autoshow today. My wife was taken with it, too, which surprised me, but she saw the
volvo c70 later in the day and said she preferred that. Regardless, I liked it quite a bit. We were
concerned if I would fit with the top up, but, luckily, we hung around just long enough and a rep
put the top up while we were there, so I got back in and, surprisingly, I still fit fine. Sooo, so far,
its looking pretty good. Its all going to come down to pricing vs the Volvo. I'd like to see this car
too. I test drove the Volvo today. Nice car, but not perfect. Dealer is asking full sticker, so with
typical options, it's in the mid's. As soon as our VW dealer gets one in I will see if I can get a
hold of one for the day. They are just down the street from my store. I thought september but I
will ask the next time my buddy comes down from VW to visit. That engine comes on strong and
fast. I think they'll have to tie that engine choice to an AWD option. I think kyfdx has nailed the
price options. Sign In or Register to comment. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle has been Inspected and
serviced and ready to go come experience the Allen Automotive difference. We also have a
Great Service Department that can help you save thousands of dollars in the future.
Description: Used Volkswagen Eos 2. This Volkswagen Eos 2dr features a 2. It is equipped with
a Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. The following items
have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price
you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Drop the top and have some fun in this well-appointed, sporty convertible. The
Volkswagen offers compelling fuel-efficiency along with great value. You will no longer feel the
need to repeatedly fill up this Volkswagen Eos Komfort's gas tank, in part because of it's superb
EPA rating. A Volkswagen with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This Eos Komfort was
gently driven and it shows. More information about the Volkswagen Eos: The four-cylinder VW
Eos ranks as one of the best bargains among all convertibles, offering a very upscale interior
for about the same price as its cruise-oriented competitors. The V6 Eos boasts a host of luxury
features that matches premium brand competitors while costing substantially less. This model
sets itself apart with back seat. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
This EOS is practical, comfortable, and a great daily driver! Mint Motors goes out of their way to
include all keys, floor mats, and extra accessories for every vehicle. Unfortunately, due to the
nature of used cars. Mint Motors does not warrant or guarantee these items for every vehicle
sold. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Our live market pricing mission
is to present the best pricing to all of our customers. Pre-owned live market pricing is achieved
by polling over 20, pre-owned web sites hourly. This ensures that every one of our customers
receives real time market price on every pre-owned vehicle we sell. We do not artificially inflate
our pre-owned prices in the hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our customers! We do
not play pricing games. At ASM we take pride in offering a great selection of quality pre-owned
vehicles from practical family sedans and SUV's to the Classic Muscle Cars of yesteryear,
modern day Luxury vehicles and Exotics. This V. EOS Convertible has only had 2 owners!!!
Only 78, low miles!!! Nicely equipped with automatic transmission, heated leather interior, alloy
wheels, power windows and door locks, and so much more!!! Automatic Transmission 2. Every
car is hand-picked, and our prices cant be beat! We offer financing for any type of credit and
first time buyers. We take trade-ins, and offer world-wide shipping, extended warranties, and
installation of additional desired items. We welcome third party inspections! If you're looking for
a great pre-owned convertible, look no further. This exceptional car has all the features you
want. This Volkswagen Eos has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. More
information about the Volkswagen Eos: The 4-cylinder Eos ranks as one of the best bargains
among all convertibles by offering an upscale interior as well as a folding hardtop. The Eos
boasts an extensive feature list that matches more upscale competitors while costing
substantially less. Strengths of this model include luxury features, styling, and All-weather
folding hardtop. This Volkswagen Eos 2dr Komfort features a 2. It is equipped with a 6 Speed
Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a warranty. Here is your ticket to fun!
This retractable hardtop convertible VW Eos is all about driving fun, stick shift with a powerful
2. Very well kept car, non-smoker, very very clean in and out. The hardtop makes is a good all
season car too or just make it your 'getaway' car and treat yourself! See this one soon before
it's gone. If you are particular about the quality of your used car selections, you will be glad to
know that we earn our trade-ins from customers that come to us just like you will do. We work
very hard to acquire quality vehicles. This Volkswagen Eos 2dr Lux features a 2. That's why we

never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be
able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the
ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process
designed to keep you safe. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive
Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. Know The Deal. No accidents. New Listing. Close Carvana - St. Louis St. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 69 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. That was it. Drove it
home that day. The ride is surprisingly comfortable. Very peppy 2. In city driving, mpg. This is
my sole vehicle. My wife loves it. Only problem was the cruise switch repl under CPO warranty.
Trunk space is decent with the top up. I have to raise the top to retrieve items under the cargo
limit partition. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
hyundai 2016
1992 honda prelude
01 sebring convertible
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

